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Saxdor 320 GTP
Saxdor 320 GTO is a newly designed boat, ideal for a day charter in
Ibiza and enjoy sailing

Comfortable and safe, it guarantees a good mobility on board, wide
spaces on deck to enjoy both the solarium, in the bow and the
convertible stern sofa, as well as its side wings that give it an
extension of the habitability. The spacious cabin is comfortable with
a bed for two people. The strengths of this boat are noticeable in its
quality, as well as the choice of materials and the careful
manufacture of the details, the upholstery is made with excellent
materials

Saxdor 320 GTO is a boat specially created for those who know how
to enjoy the sea and life

Features

Engine 2 X 200 Cv 450

Lenght 11.00 m.

Beam 3.1 m.

Draft 0.8 m.

Capacity 8 + 1

Average fuel
consumption

120 l/h

Cabins 1

WC 1

Equipment
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Rates

FROM TILL PRICE/DAY * PRICE/WEEK *

01/01 31/05 1.275,00€ -

01/06 30/06 1.575,00€ -

01/07 31/08 1.750,00€ -

01/09 30/09 1.575,00€ -

01/10 31/10 1.275,00€ -

* Skipper price (optional): 217.80€
* Prices as of 18-05-2024. VAT included.

Conditions
Pay now 50% and the rest the day of departure before boarding

Departures are 8 hours maximum and the boat must be in port before 8 pm

If the weather conditions are adverse, with winds from the East of more than
20 knots or rain, the tenant will have the right to change the day of rental
without any cost or in case of not being able to change to another day, he will
be able to cancel the charter without any cost

Included in price
Complimentary drinks: soft drinks, beer and water
Towels
21% VAT included

Not included in price
Obligatory Skipper: 217.80€/day
Wake equipment: 50.00€/day
Donut: 50.00€/day
Sublue (marine scooter): 100.00€/day
Fuel
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